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IIII----Ching & The World of MetaphysicsChing & The World of MetaphysicsChing & The World of MetaphysicsChing & The World of Metaphysics 

Date:    June 6th & June 21st 9am 
Objective:  Dragon Searching Process-4  
Venue:   Funny and Interesting Discoveries, Hong Kong  
Person Involved:  Master Lau and Kerby Kuek  
 
This is interesting to see but for us to ponThis is interesting to see but for us to ponThis is interesting to see but for us to ponThis is interesting to see but for us to ponder! Who depend on whom der! Who depend on whom der! Who depend on whom der! Who depend on whom 
now?now?now?now?    
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Modernization is changing the nature landscape  

 
Funny thing is when we found something new or interesting, the sky Funny thing is when we found something new or interesting, the sky Funny thing is when we found something new or interesting, the sky Funny thing is when we found something new or interesting, the sky 
would respond by the flying eagle.would respond by the flying eagle.would respond by the flying eagle.would respond by the flying eagle.    
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TTTThhhhe so call e so call e so call e so call ‘‘‘‘right and left right and left right and left right and left ‘guard‘guard‘guard‘guard of a tomb of a tomb of a tomb of a tomb---- a seldom  a seldom  a seldom  a seldom phenomenaphenomenaphenomenaphenomena    
    

 
 
 A reconstruction tomb site work in processA reconstruction tomb site work in processA reconstruction tomb site work in processA reconstruction tomb site work in process    
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The interesting thing also helped me to learn the history of CThe interesting thing also helped me to learn the history of CThe interesting thing also helped me to learn the history of CThe interesting thing also helped me to learn the history of Chhhhina and ina and ina and ina and 
HHHHong Kong In particular, theong Kong In particular, theong Kong In particular, theong Kong In particular, the early Ching era, of imperial edict of  early Ching era, of imperial edict of  early Ching era, of imperial edict of  early Ching era, of imperial edict of 
coastal evacuation of 50 miles a mean to fight rebels !coastal evacuation of 50 miles a mean to fight rebels !coastal evacuation of 50 miles a mean to fight rebels !coastal evacuation of 50 miles a mean to fight rebels !    
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Envelope HouseEnvelope HouseEnvelope HouseEnvelope House    

    
On the way, we found Lai Chi On the way, we found Lai Chi On the way, we found Lai Chi On the way, we found Lai Chi and fruit, tempting to pick and eat!and fruit, tempting to pick and eat!and fruit, tempting to pick and eat!and fruit, tempting to pick and eat! 

   
By Kerby Kuek 
kerbykuek@gmail.com 


